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PROGRAM OVERVIEW 

 

                  Monday, August  22, 2022  

8:00 – 8:30 Registration (desk in lobby) 
8:30 – 9:00 Welcome and Introduction (room:  EOS N 01.525) 
9:00 – 10:30 Lecture by Allan Drazen (room:  EOS N 01.525) 
 Break 
11:15 – 12:45 Lecture by Allan Drazen (room:  EOS N 01.525) 
 Lunch break (Refter) 

14:00 – 15:30 Session 1: Serfdom and Foreign Aid  

                                                        (chair: Frank Bohn) 

Presentations 1 and 2 (room:  EOS N 01.525) 

 Break 

16:00 – 17:30 Session 2: Trust and Corruption (empirical)  

                                                        (chair: Otto Swank) 

Presentations 3 and 4 (room: EOS N 01.525) 

  

18:00 – 19:30 Panel Discussion on Analytical Modelling  

with Toke Aidt, Ivan Boldyrev, Allan Drazen, Otto Swank  
   - with drinks and dinner (The Yard, Sports Centre) 
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                  Tuesday, August  23, 2022  

9:00 – 10:30 Lecture by Allan Drazen (room:  EOS N 01.525) 
 Break 
11:15 – 12:45 Lecture by Allan Drazen (room: EOS N 01.525) 
 Lunch break (Refter) 

14:00 – 15:30 Session 3: Voting (chair: Rein van Alebeek) 

Presentations 5 and 6 (room: EOS N 01.550) 

 Break 

16:00 – 17:30 Session 4: Monetary Policy (chair: Maryam Ramezani) 

Presentations 7 and 8 (room: EOS N 01.550) 
  

18:30 – 21:00 Cooking Workshop (prof Molkenboerstraat 18, Nijmegen)              

                                 [www.uit-koken.nl] 
                                                               

                  Wednesday, August  24, 2022  

9:00 – 10:30 Lecture by Toke Aidt (room: EOS N 01.525) 
 Break 
11:15 – 12:45 Lecture by Toke Aidt (room: EOS N 01.525) 
 Lunch break (Refter) 

14:00 – 15:30 Session 5: Popularity (chair: Daniel Waters) 

Presentations 9 and 10 (room: EOS N 01.525) 

 Break 

16:00 – 17:30 Session 6: Institutions, Human Capital and Growth (empirical) 
                                                     (chair: Frank Bohn) 

Presentations 11 and 12 (room: EOS N 01.525) 
  

19:00 – 21:00 Dinner (Dock 17, Waalkade 17, Nijmegen, pay yourself)  

                               [restaurantdock17.nl] 

Best Paper Award 

http://www.uit-koken.nl/
http://restaurantdock17.nl/
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Useful Information 
 

 

Venue: 
Elinor Ostrom Building, Heyendaalseweg 141, 6525AJ Nijmegen 

Mostly in EOS N 01.520 and 01.525. 

Contact: rucam@ru.nl, Koert.Rang@ru.nl . 

 

Breaks: 
We will have small rolls and fruit available for the morning and the afternoon breaks. 

 

Lunches: 
Vouchers will be provided for the university restaurant, ‘The Refter’, for the value of €7. This should be 

sufficient for a meal and drink of your choosing. 

 

Dinner on Monday evening: 
Nasi Goreng; Chicken skewers in saté sauce; and Sajur beans. 

 

Cooking Workshop on Tuesday evening: 
4-course dinner prepared by ourselves. 

 
  

mailto:rucam@ru.nl
mailto:Koert.Rang@ru.nl
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Maps 
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Overview map: centre on the top left – Elinor-Ostrom building at red pin 

Hotel Rozenhof is on the way from Hotel Konbanwa (when you follow the dark grey line) 

Uitkoken (Cooking Workshop) is not too far from the Olround Bowlingentrum in the middle 
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City Map  
Dock 17 – dinner on 

Wednesday 

University campus 
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Campus Map: we are in building 15 (Elinor Ostrom building): 
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Elinor Ostrom Building: first floor 

 

 

 

Entrance and registration desk 

in the lobby on ground floor  

Lecture room 01.525 

on the first floor 

Lecture room 01.550: Tuesday afternoon The Panel Discussion on Monday evening takes 

place in The Yard which is in the Sports Centre 

on the left hand side of the building (first floor) 
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Session 1: Serfdom and Foreign Aid 

Presentation 1: Nouhoum Touré, Email: Nouhoum.Toure@univ-paris1.fr 
Title: Persistence or Demise of Serfdom Institution: A Role for Culture? 

Discussant: Juho 

Abstract: We propose a theoretical framework to investigate how the cultural acceptance of serfs labor 
within the elite affects serfdom institution. To do so, we propose a model with two social classes: workers 
and the elite. Workers are split between free workers and serfs. Within the elite, there are two cultural 
groups: modernists and traditionalists. Modernists exhibit a higher disutility cost when they use serfs 
labor than traditionalists. Culture is defined as the distribution of these two traits within the elite. Its 
evolves via the cultural transmission mechanism proposed by Bisin and Verdier (2001). The existence 
or not of serfdom institution is determined by the cultural distribution within the elite through a majority 
voting rule. The long run dynamics of our model exhibits multiple equilibria: an equilibrium with 
serfdom abolition and an equilibrium where serfdom persists. The convergence towards one or the other 
depends on the structural parameters of the economy. The model argues that the fall of serfdom is a 
natural process driven by cultural changes in countries or regions where modernists attached higher 
importance to freedom and equality. 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Presentation 2: Niklas Heller,   Email: niklas.heller@ru.nl 

Title: Foreign aid and political instability: A theoretical analysis of the effect of a 

dictator’s preference on the relationship between foreign aid and political instability 

in autocracies 

Discussant: Maryam 
Abstract: Political instability may be an explanation for the inconclusiveness of the aid effectiveness 
debate. Therefore, this thesis looks into the relationship between foreign aid and political instability by 
investigating the effect of a dictator’s preference for consumption and power on this relationship. For 
this reason, an analytical approach is employed. Building on two theoretical models that link foreign aid 
and political instability, this thesis devises a new two-period model as a contribution. In addition, this 
model is used to provide theoretical evidence for the regime-stabilizing characteristics of foreign aid as 
it enables the dictator to raise repression and investment. While the regime-stabilizing effect of foreign 
aid and through increased repression and investment is unconditional in lower-income countries, the 
model reveals that the effect depends on the efficiency of repression and investment in stabilizing the 
regime in middle to higher-income countries. Hence, there is an indication that there may be two 
equilibria to the problem at hand.  

mailto:Nouhoum.Toure@univ-paris1.fr
mailto:niklas.heller@ru.nl
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Session 2: Trust and Corruption 

Presentation 3: Erica Poma, Email: 214803@studenti.unimore.it 

Title: Future Challenges and Democracy: the role of state social support policies and 

institutional trust 

Discussant: Daniel A. 

Abstract: The recent pandemic crisis has led to serious consequences on several aspects of individuals' 
lives. On the one hand, it has significantly increased the financial distress and economic uncertainty of a 
large part of the population, on the other hand, it has strained the ability and efficacy of governments in 
conducting health and other public policies to support citizens, and it has undermined confidence in the 
democratic system in Europe. Using the European Living Working and Covid-19 database produced by 
Eurofound, this article analyses the role of citizens' perceived public support and institutional trust during 
the pandemic as mediators of the impact of individuals' economic difficulties on satisfaction with 
democracy. The results suggest that the economic and financial difficulties of European citizens affect 
their satisfaction with democracy heterogeneously, depending on the degree of perfection they have of 
government support and the level of trust in institutions they experience. Specifically, the direct effect of 
economic difficulties in reducing satisfaction with democracy accounts the lower share of the total effect 
(12%), while the highest share of its effect is indirectly determined through the mediating role of 
government supports (16%) and institutional trust (43%) and by the double indirect effect of states’ 
support through institutional trust (28%), which significantly improve the negative impact of economic-
distress on democracy satisfaction. The study contributes to advancing our understanding of what 
contributes to public trust and satisfaction with democracy. It suggests that the deterioration of 
democracy and trust in public institutions are serious problems that may limit the ability of governments 
to deal with efficient management of health and socioeconomic emergencies 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Presentation 4: Ha Le Van,  Email: ha.lv@vgu.edu.vn 

Title: Unreported income by government employees in Vietman:Estimation and 

Validation. 

Discussant: Daniel W. 

Abstract: Corruption is estimated as the levels of unreported income by government employees in 
Vietnam. Corruption varies across government sectors and increases with seniority. Annual corruption 
revenue collected by the corruptible households in the general government sector could be as high as 
6.75 billion USD, or 2.75% of the country’s GDP in 2018. We present a novel method to validate an 
increasingly popular econometric approach and show that our estimates reflect actual levels of 
corruption. 
  

mailto:214803@studenti.unimore.it
mailto:ha.lv@vgu.edu.vn
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Session 3: Voting 

Presentation 5: Juho Alasalmi, Email: juho.alasalmi@uni-konstanz.de 
Title: Self-Signalling and Expressive Voting for Redistribution 

Discussant: Konstantinos 

Abstract: I model expressive voting over policies as self-signaling. Expressive benefits are endogenized 
as preferences over beliefs about voter characteristics that the voters may signal themselves by their 
choice of vote. I apply these ideas in a model of voting for redistributive policy under uncertainty about 
future incomes. The expressive motivations of voting are endogenized as anticipatory concerns over 
future consumption with voting as a possibility for self-signalling: voting for low taxation, or more 
generally, identifying with the party that supports low taxation, is consistent with the desirable belief of 
high future consumption. The model can explain why voters sometimes seem to vote against their self-
interest, at least in the narrow sense of economic outcomes. The model also generates novel predictions. 
Given income Expectations, higher income risk may decrease the demand for redistribution. 

 

 

Presentation 6: Otto Swank,  Email: swank@ese.eur.nl 

Title: An Empirically Inspired Theory of Turnout, Votingand Lying. 

Discussant: Lamar 

Abstract: Why another theoretical model of voter behavior? First, recent empirical studies provide new 
insights into the drivers of people's turnout and vote decisions. Second, existing voter models 
predominantly focus on turnout decisions and often ignore vote decisions. This leads to inconsistent 
explanations of observed voting patterns. We build on Harbaugh (1996), who theoretically explored 
social image concerns as drivers of turnout decisions. Our model explains turnout, vote decisions, and 
lying about abstaining. Its predictions are consistent with studies on the effects of information about 
candidates in slums in a large city in India. Furthermore, the model casts new light on recent studies on 
expressive and strategic voting in elections in France and Germany. Finally, we present evidence that 
high levels of corruption in Brazilian municipalities increases turnout. 
  

mailto:juho.alasalmi@uni-konstanz.de
mailto:swank@ese.eur.nl
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Session 4: Monetary Policy 

Presentation 7: Michiel van Deursen,     Email: michiel.vandeursen@ru.nl 

Title: Dealing With Deflation Bias Through a Dismissal Contract 

Discussant: Nouhoum 

Abstract: I study the use of a dismissal contract to reduce deflation bias caused by the existence of the 

zero-lower bound. It is found that a dismissal contract which states that the central banker will be fired 

if inflation is lower than a critical value is able to reduce deflation bias, in both states in which the zero-

lower bound is binding and states in which the zero-lower bound is not binding. This critical value should 

reduce as the output gap increases, in order to incentivize the central banker to prioritize reducing 

deflation. Furthermore, it is confirmed that inflation expectations are the mechanism through which the 

zero lower bound constraint affects output and inflation even in states of the economy in which the zero-

lower bound is not binding. Imposing a zero-lower bound on inflation expectations removes the effect 

of the zero-lower bound constraint on output and inflation in states of the economy in which the zero-

lower bound constraint is not binding. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Presentation 8: Lamar Crombach,  Email: crombach@kof.ethz.ch 

Title: The`Benefits' of Being Small - Loose Fiscal Policy in the European Monetary 

Union 

Discussant: Niklas 

Abstract: Independent central banks typically counteract a positive fiscal shock by increasing the interest 

rate. We argue that this mechanism is less effective in the European Monetary Union (EMU), because 

the single European Central Bank must account for the policies of all member countries. We exploit 

plausibly exogenous variation in elections and find that the European Central Bank responds less to fiscal 

spending in small member states. This is not without consequence: small EMU country governments 

spend more during election years than their non-EMU counterparts, which implies that small EMU 

countries de facto operate as if there were no independent central bank. 

  

mailto:michiel.vandeursen@ru.nl
mailto:crombach@kof.ethz.ch
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Session 5: Popularity 

Presentation 9: Konstantinos Theocharopoulos,      

    Email: konstantinos.theocharopoulos@uni-siegen.de 

Title: A Theory of Political Favoratism 

Discussant: Rein (rein.vanalebeek@ru.nl) 

Abstract: Consider a society inhabited by a continuum of citizens of mass one. There are two groups of 

citizens, the rich and the poor. All in all, the model results that the system of political favoritism is 

associated with an unpopular president who takes this decision to secure that he will stay in power with 

the help of the rich group. He knows that, being unpopular, the top priority is to stay in office, since a 

political come back is almost impossible in his case. The option to establish a system of political 

favoritism is one way, even though this decision diminishes his prospect for re-election in the future, 

since, as an unpopular opposition candidate, he will have to face a president that the rich group supports. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Presentation 10: Maryam Ramezani, Email:  maryam.ramezani@ru.nl 

Title: Predicting Election Outcomes Based on Network Analysis 

Discussant: Michiel 

Abstract: By using mathematical modelling and neural network communication tools we want to 

develop a better method for predicting election outcomes. We incorporate voter intentions, but also their 

views of good and bad characteristics of politicians / political parties. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

  

mailto:konstantinos.theocharopoulos@uni-siegen.de
mailto:maryam.ramezani@ru.nl
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Session 6: Institutions, Human Capital and Growth 

Presentation 11: Daniel Aparicio-Pérez, Email: daparici@uji.es 

Title: Are central or regional institutions the fundamental driver of growth?  A 

response by multilevel modeling. 

Discussant: Ha 

Abstract: Institutions have been proved as the fundamental driver of long-run growth (Acemoglu et al., 
2005) and, therefore, the functioning of these institutions, i.e., their quality of governance, is a well-
known theoretical fact in the literature on economic growth, which has been widely studied at country 
and regional level. Nevertheless, there is a lack of literature on how this relationship behaves when 
considering the hierarchical structure that regions and countries present. To solve this problem, we 
propose a novel approximation to the question, relying on multilevel econometric techniques, highly 
applied in other fields such as education or psychology, but much less employed in economics. These 
methodologies are based on hierarchical data structures assuming that the data variability is produced by 
two sources: the within variability i.e a level 1 variable (regions) that varies between and within its 
belonging units (countries), and the between variability i.e a level 2 variable (countries) that varies only 
between its level units. We empirically analyze how much of the effect shown by the quality of 
government on the economic growth of a given region can be attributed to the quality of government of 
its belonging cluster i.e the country. We argue that ignoring the multilevel logic may lead to over-
weighting the real influence of regional governance quality and, conversely, under-weighting the effect 
of the country’s governance quality on the economic development of a given region. 
 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Presentation 12: Daniel Waters, Email: daniel.waters@ru.nl 

Title: Universal Basic Income: Labour, and Human Capital Investment 

Discussant: Erica 

Abstract: Individual labour and human-capital-investment preferences are investigated in stated- and 

real-effort experiments to better understand the feasibility of a UBI program. We take a ‘two-by-two’ 

research design, where participants make effort (labour) and consumption decisions to optimise their 

‘lifetime utility’ over a multi-period game, in settings: 1) with/without the opportunity to invest in human 

capital; and 2) with/without a UBI present. The results have implications for the financing of programs, 

specifically, whether debt financing can be justified due to investments in human capital, and changes in 

tax revenue due to shirking/motivation effects of UBI. The first stated-effort experiment is scheduled for 

November, with pre-registration planned for October.  

mailto:daparici@uji.es
mailto:daniel.waters@ru.nl
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Overview: Lectures (Graduate Teaching)  

 

Prof. Allan Drazen (Monday and Tuesday mornings): 

Title: Legislatures (Bargaining, Rules, Dynamics) 

Email: drazen@umd.edu  

 

A reference list can be found on the next page. 

 

 

Dr. Toke S Aidt (Wednesday morning) 

Title: Political transitions and institutions: Markovian models and their alternatives 

Email: tsa23@cam.ac.uk  

 

A description of the course and a reference list can be found on the following pages. 

(Some of the hyperlinks may not work outside of Cambridge University. Then go to 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/b1do6g4brttfqvp/AADlY1_ykxKbfHGnYVM3Tl3Ma?dl=0 . 

The link gives access to the folder with papers, the outline and an empty for now folder with slides.) 

 

 

If you have trouble with the hyperlinks, please approach the lecturers directly (or send an email to 

Koert.Rang@ru.nl [or frank.bohn@ru.nl ]). 

mailto:drazen@umd.edu
mailto:tsa23@cam.ac.uk
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/b1do6g4brttfqvp/AADlY1_ykxKbfHGnYVM3Tl3Ma?dl=0
mailto:Koert.Rang@ru.nl
mailto:frank.bohn@ru.nl
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Workshop –  Modelling Democracy 
Raboud University – August 2022 

Professor Allan Drazen drazen@umd.edu 
Legislatures 

 
 
Legislative Bargaining  
Baron, D. and J. Ferejohn (1989), “Bargaining in Legislatures,” American Political Science Review 83, 

1181-1206 
Austen-Smith, D. and J. Banks (1988), “Elections, Coalitions and Legislative Outcomes,” American 

Political Science Review 82, 405-422 
Baron, D. (1991), “A Spatial Bargaining Theory of Government Formation in Parliamentary Systems,” 

American Political Science Review 85, 137-164. 
Baron, D. (1993), “Government Formation and Endogenous Parties,” American Political Science Review 

87, 34-47. 
Baron, D. and D. Diermeier (2001), "Elections, Governments, and Parliaments in Proportional 

Representation Systems." QJE 116, 933-967 
Krehbiel, K. (1996), “Institutional and Partisan Sources of Gridlock: A Theory of Divided and Unified 

Government,” Journal of Theoretical Politics 8(1), 7-40 

Legislative Rules 
Diermeier, D. and T. Feddersen (1998), “Cohesion in Legislatures and the Vote of Confidence 

Procedure,” American Political Science Review 92, 611-623 
Gilligan, T. and K. Kreihbel (1987), “Collective Decision-making and Standing Committees: An 

Informational Role for Restrictive Amendment Procedures.”  Journal of Law, Economics and 
Organization 3, 287-335    

Dziuda, W. and A. Loeper (2016), “Dynamic Collective Choice with Endogenous Status Quo,” Journal of 
Political Economy 124(4), 1148-1186 

Legislative Dynamics 
Battaglini, M. and S. Coate (2008), “A Dynamic Theory of Public Spending, Taxation and Debt,” 

American Economic Review 98, 201-36 
Drazen, A. and E. Ilzetzki (2022), “Kosher Pork,” working paper  
 
 

mailto:drazen@umd.edu
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wMmc6RBmmp13DPOA_J_KuATYib1bh65Z/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wMmc6RBmmp13DPOA_J_KuATYib1bh65Z/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16bOtjH00Yfehxoo9VU6X_dtgD0eXMO28/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16bOtjH00Yfehxoo9VU6X_dtgD0eXMO28/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ngBMs3PnqF7IzPt62hPp6yAQNNsZ1mAF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ngBMs3PnqF7IzPt62hPp6yAQNNsZ1mAF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ne5lNfl39iQSyagUeDlmYEgQ02JKk6Cw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ne5lNfl39iQSyagUeDlmYEgQ02JKk6Cw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wwonkogQ7FCRD-_TQ6SqnhFBO6DZrwIS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wwonkogQ7FCRD-_TQ6SqnhFBO6DZrwIS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ebhVK3LPv1b9VOCE6gSCwbNHaZ466JD_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ebhVK3LPv1b9VOCE6gSCwbNHaZ466JD_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PR-0UdxYelXcFhr3LbBlXpEm46XoFueA/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PR-0UdxYelXcFhr3LbBlXpEm46XoFueA/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k1639T5IjMIlcsfG3lmz-2jDTE92Tk4g/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k1639T5IjMIlcsfG3lmz-2jDTE92Tk4g/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k1639T5IjMIlcsfG3lmz-2jDTE92Tk4g/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vy5LnE2hBno4dQUY1_9Vh6CTMjGij5Gg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vy5LnE2hBno4dQUY1_9Vh6CTMjGij5Gg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14nynrwh9mD79JNVA3b0ld0rhKK9cOCy4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14nynrwh9mD79JNVA3b0ld0rhKK9cOCy4/view?usp=sharing
https://www.dropbox.com/s/fmw7e1igx5ndikc/KosherPork.pdf%20%3chttps:/www.dropbox.com/s/fmw7e1igx5ndikc/KosherPork.pdf%3e;


Political transitions and institutions: Markovian
models and their alternatives

Radboud University, Summer School in Analytical
Modelling Approaches to Understanding Democracy

August 4, 2022

Dates: August 22 to 25 2022
Teacher: Dr Toke S Aidt
E-Mail: tsa23@econ.cam.ac.uk (Aidt);

1 Course Description

The aim of these lectures is to provide a rigorous framework to study the origins of
the institutions that govern public decision making and the consequences that differ-
ent institutional choices have for socio-economic outcomes. The underlying question is:
where do the institutions that protect property rights and allocate political entitlements
to participate in public policy making come from? What are the economic origins of
democracy? Specifically, the lectures will engage the so-called democratization puzzle
(which has puzzled economists and political scientists for years): why would those in
power under autocratic rule ever want to share power with the rest of the population?
We will discuss theoretical answers to this puzzle. We will cover the threat of revolution
theory (the Markovian model) in detail as well as alternative theories based on voluntary
exchange of political power.
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The course will cover two types of analytic models:

• Markovian models: These models focus on the dynamics of the transition from
autocracy to democracy (and back again) by modeling the interaction between the
elite and ordinary citizens as a dynamic game. The key idea is that democratization
is caused by a threat of revolution and that democracies may be overturn by coups.
Social conflict is at the core of this type of model.

• Strategic models: These models focus on the strategic interactions within the
elite and show that it is possible that a democratization can be in the interest of
the entire elite, i.e., be Pareto efficient.

2 Assumed pre-requisite

Within each of the topic areas, we will use basic economic theory (optimization and game
theory) to develop the theoretical basis for the answers.

3 Overview of the Course

The course is divided into 3 blocks:

Block 1. : The baseline Markovian model of political transitions.

Block 2. : Applications and extensions of the Markovian model.

Block 3. : Strategic models of democratization.

4 Reading list

For each block, some readings from relevant (text)books and journal articles will be
assigned as recommended readings. It is suggested that you consult them before hand.
They are indicated with a star. For journal articles, if you do not have time to read then
entire paper, read the abstract, introduction and conclusion. In addition, for each block I
have listed some additional readings. These will not be covered in the lectures, but might
be helpful if you want to dig deeper into particular topics later on. For some of the book
chapters, I have deposited a copy in the course dropbox (indicated with a # below)

The readings are hyper-linked so you can get access directly if your university has a
subscription.
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Block 1

• *# Acemoglu, Daron, and James A. Robinson. (2005) Economic origins of dictator-
ship and democracy. Cambridge University Press. Chapter 1 and 2. [Introduction
to the topic].

• *# Aidt, Toke and Raphael Frank (2022). Democratization and the threat of
revolution. Memo. [Short survey of the relevant literature]

• *Acemoglu, Daron, and James A. Robinson. (2000). Why Did the West Extend
the Franchise? Democracy, Inequality, and Growth in Historical Perspective. The
Quarterly Journal of Economics 115, no. 4, 1167-199.

• Acemoglu, Daron, and James A. Robinson. (2005). Economic origins of dictator-
ship and democracy. Cambridge University Press, 2005. Chapter 5. [Alternative
exposition of the logic of the model from Acemoglu and Robinson (2000) with some
historical evidence].

• Dorsch, M., and Maarek, P. (2019). Democratization and the Conditional Dynamics
of Income Distribution. American Political Science Review, 113(2), 385-404.

• Acemoglu, Daron, Suresh Naidu, Pascual Restrepo, and James A. Robinson. (2019)
Democracy Does Cause Growth. Journal of Political Economy 127:1, 47-100. Al-
ternative link.

• Acemoglu, Daron, Suresh Naidu, Pascual Restrepo, and James A. Robinson. (2015).
Democracy, Redistribution, and Inequality. In Handbook of Income Distribution,
eds. Anthony B. Atkinson and Francois Bourguignon. Amsterdam: Elsevier, 1885-
1966

Block 2

• *Acemoglu, Daron, and James A. Robinson (2001). A Theory of Political Transi-
tions. American Economic Review, 91(4), 938-963.

• *Aidt, Toke, and Facundo Albornoz (2011). Political regimes and foreign interven-
tion, Journal of Development Economics, 94(2), 192-201,

• Dorsch, Michael T. and Paul Maarek (2015). Inefficient predation and political
transitions, European Journal of Political Economy, 37, 37-48.
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https://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/cam/detail.action?docID=244431
http://www.jstor.org/stable/2586922
https://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/cam/detail.action?docID=244431
https://doi.org/10.1017/S0003055418000825
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